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IPhone have changed the aspect of mobile phones and computers. Groups like youngster and
business class people have started building awareness about its usefulness.  My portable device is
a company that ensure to provide the superlative quality of iPhone that has the best apps which
makes your life surrounded with modern technologies. Android apps give perfect solution to finish
quickly office work. There are free apps provided by Google known as Google play that has the
capability to replace office desktop. One can be more organised at work by using apps like DOC,
DOCX, TXT, XLS, XLSX, PPT, PPTX and PDF (read only).

The top list of free Android apps are, the first being free android task killer application has the
multitasking ability to increase the speed and memory of your android phone. Second is the Astrid,
which enables us to track reminders, tasks and errands.  Third is Dolphin Browser that has more fun
element pinch-zoom, gesture commands, tabbed browsing, bookmarks and much more. Fourth is
Foursquare, by which one can use Google maps and let your friends know at what location you are
exactly. This app is very popular among youngsters. Fifth is Google Sky Map, which makes easy for
you to navigate different constellations, planets and stars. Sixth is the Mint that supports to organise
your financial transactions. Seventh is Replica Island is very entertaining game with 40 difficult
levels in it. Eight is Talk to Me that makes communication easy around the world with more than 40
different languages in it. Ninth is Bubble Beats is very innovative app that creates bubble beats to
your music. Lastly, one can have fun by creating and edit ringtone and message iphone apps by the
Ring droid app.

There are more than 500000 apps available in the market, but looking at the number of apps one
can be confused which one to download in their smartphones. Android gives solution to this query
also as it has number of apps that allows you to read and write on the reviews of Android apps.
Some of the widely review apps are Android Lib, Android Zoom, Android Community, Android and
Me which enable us to search, browse, post and rate the apps that are update hourly. With the use
of 3G and Wi-Fi, radio station, religious items, weather forecast, Wikipedia, Google, Twitter,
Facebook, GPS, Skype have become easy to use. The popular Android games are angry birds,
Doodle Jump, Zombies vs. Plants and new versions of Solitaire, Scrabble and Boggle.

We not just deal with Android apps, we have iPhone apps too. We also provide you with mobile
device and apps reviews, mobile tips and mobile phone reviews and much more so that you do not
face problem while selecting a phone or downloading an app to your phone.
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